Computers

New!
COMPUTER MAINTENANCE 101  FEE: $20
Has your computer ever frozen? Does your printer ever stop working? Is your system running slowly? Learn to be your own
geek with computer instructor Sark Antaramian.
DPR F01-91, OC/SK, 1 Mon., 7/14, 10 am-12 pm  CRN 50001

New!
COMPUTERS: NOT FOR BEGINNERS  FEE: $20
Do you know how to scan pictures and documents? Would you like to attach photos to an e-mail? Can you send the same
e-mail to multiple recipients at once? Have you ever burned a CD? Do you want to learn how to use a flash drive? Computer
instructor Sark Antaramian returns to teach computer skills that might be helpful to know. Students are asked to bring a
blank CD and flash drive to class.
DPR F02-91, OC/SK, 1 Mon., 7/21, 10 am-12 pm  CRN 50002